
Hackney Museum “Take Over”
Between December -April 2021 Xenia ran a series of workshops called the 
“Take Over” project in collaboration the Hackney Museum. As a result of the 
programme participants chose objects which have meaning to them and told 
their stories at a public “Hackney Museum Take over event”- a virtual exhibition 
during the pandemic 

Our workshops included: 
● Introduction to Museum and Heritage knowledge- 
● Social media and museums online
● Storytelling and how we share stories. 
● Caption writing for museums
● Planning the launch event together.
● Sharing our objects and stories publicly 
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Virtual Xenia workshops make me feel connected to other people 100% answered “Yes”

I feel I can ask the Xenia community if I have a question           94% answered “Yes”

Virtual Xenia makes me feel more confident speaking English          83% answered “Yes”

Xenia has helped me feel more confident using technology          77% answered “Yes”

I learned about another culture by coming to Xenia                           100% answered “Yes”

I made a friend from a different culture by coming to Xenia           63% answered “Yes”

Impact on learners and volunteers



Improved confidence speaking English

Time by time I got to go to ESOL class, my teacher told me 
about Xenia and I don’t know but I want to speak English 
because I don’t speak never any English when I come to here. I 
go to Xenia, it surprise me that inside the museum in the small 
room I like it when I go to first time in Xenia I don’t understand 
everything, I’m trying to understand for language body and read 
the lips, I see all the people from another country, and all 
women! I have two feeling about this - I don’t understand, I 
don’t speak, I don’t share, I don’t enter discussion - but at the 
same time I feel happy, I feel with my family, I miss my 
homeland, neighbours, friends, my country but when I came to 
Xenia it changed everything.”

We step by step I’m trying to speak, if any 
women don’t understand then we can draw! I 
like this idea because the lady speak slowly 
and clearly, and simple language, and we can 
communicate new ways. 



Increased cultural and civic participation

Every session the topic 
change, we can speak about 
trips, we can speak about 
government

I am finding it very 
overwhelming to read the 
news and everything, so 
Xenia has been a very 
important information 
source for me. 



                                                                   Reduced social isolation

Increased positive social contact with people from different backgrounds:

“I know the women, they know 
me, we see other culture and 
traditions, and we change 
because of this. I have many 
friends from all the countries”

"Since I met Xenia I found 
my family. I thought 'oh, now 
I have found my home' "



● Sharing objects from the museum’s rich 
collection

● Benefit from the Hackney Museum staff’s 
knowledge: museum curation, caption 
writing and museum presentation. 

● Participants were able to feel like their 
heritage and stories and objects were valued 
by the locality and shared on a large scale 

Developed confidence of Hackney Museum 
staff to work online, developed digital skills. 

● Possibility of a loan or donation of one object 
in particular, for possible inclusion in an 
upcoming exhibition. 

● Strengthened the 
relationship between the 
museum and Xenia

  Partnership with Hackney Museum



This project was funded by the Greater 
London Authority’s “ESOL plus Arts 
programme” and was hosted by the 

Hackney Museum

Xenia 2020-2021


